
 

 

 

 

 

 

Dolphin Class Newsletter

Focus on Kindersteam: Classroom News

Sight Words                

Please review these sight 
words with your child.  

The  I  to  a  is 
my  go  me  like   on 
in  so  we  it   and 
see  you  was  our

Important Reminders 
• We need Parent Volunteers to copy and put together leveled 

reading texts for home and school libraries 

• We need healthy snack donations. We are very low! Ideas: 
Graham Crackers, Pretzels, Bags of fruit snacks, goldfish 

• If you are able to help out during lunch and recess, we would 
love for you to come! 

This week we have been digging deeper into our study of treehouses. One of our learning 
targets this week was for students to draw and label a high quality blueprint of their 
treehouse. They worked really hard coming up with ideas and then putting those ideas onto 
paper. Students drew some of the objects they wanted in and around their treehouses (rope 
bridges, domes, spiral stairs, platforms, solar panels, slides, doors, ladders, roofs, ziplines, 
landscaping, etc). This served as a vehicle for introducing new vocabulary words . We are giving 
these drawings to The Tufts Center for Engineering Education and Outreach. They will be using 
their them as a basis for 3D printed versions of the students’ drawings. We will include 3D 
printed objects in our outdoor classroom model.  

After drawing and labeling their blueprints, some of the students presented their blueprints to 
their classmates. They gave each other feedback using a protocol that says, “Feedback is kind, 
specific and help.” We are going to continue building the skill of giving feedback throughout 
the year. We have done several Gallery Walks around structures the students have build. 
During these Gallery Walks, students walk around, look at what their classmates have built, and 
give each other feedback. 
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Please see the next page 
with our wish list! These 
are some of the materials 
we will be using to building 
our tree houses and our 
special surprise project. 

Wishlist Family School Work 

Please log in to your Razz-Kids 
account and read 20 minutes 
with your child each night. 

Complete your family school 
work packet and remember to 

practice sight words  

Practice the guided reading 
books that come home each 

week. Look for your new 
guided reading book this week 
and students read Book 1 of 

the new series to you. 

Individually, we are one drop. Together we are an ocean. -Ryunosuke Satoro 



 

Learning in our Own Words 
Here’s what the students have to say about what they learned 

this week. 

"My tree house has a clear dome over the top off it. It protects 
the tree house from too much rain and snow. You can go up on 

the stairs or on the ladder, and you can come down on the pole. I 
have a nice chair to sit in if you want to do something quiet like 
look out of the window or read a book, or call your mom on the 

phone.  

At the bottom of the tree house is an invisible door that you 
might bump into if you don't know where it is because you can't 

see it. I have a swing, and a tire swing and you can play there 
with your friends. I put a lot of cool things in my tree house so 
you could just have fun and enjoy your time there.” - Jonathan 

presenting his Treehouse blueprint


